
CIRCULAR SCHOOL 

Shout out to Circular Newbies  
Are you interested in sustainability, but still new to the world of circularity? Do you like to 
think and brainstorm about reuse-reduce-recycle, but do not consider yourself as an expert 
yet? The Circular School invites circular newbies to join a fascinating track on circularity, 
during which you get the chance to provide input on concrete projects!  
 
This year the Circular School welcomes 4 entrepreneurs and a bunch of circular newbies in 
order to collaborate and learn from each other. The circular newbies will be part of a 
fascinating track which includes a masterclass on circular entrepreneurship, during which 
they will learn first-hand from true circular experts! Moreover, the circular newbies will be 
able to closely follow up on one specific circular project from a beginning entrepreneur in one 
of the following three domains: fashion, food or furniture.  
 
In the end, every circular newbie will be fully immersed in the world of circular economy and 
will be able, if desired, to start concretizing their own circular project!  
 
Are you the right fit for our Circular School? Don’t hesitate and send us a video pitch or a 
short motivational letter to aaron@act4change.be in which you introduce yourself and tell us 
why you’re the right fit! Be sure to mention the domain (fashion, food or furniture) in which 
you’re interested the most! More info on the projects: soon!  

Cost 
The Circular School is free of charge, except for the masterclass weekend (compensation 
beds and meals). In exchange you get to be part of a fascinating track about circular 
economy, including a real masterclass!  

Timing 

The Circular School will be busiest in the second half of the year. Availability on these days 
is a must:  

● 20th of June (in the evening)  
● Weekend of 27-29th of September 
● 14th of December  

  

 



About Circular School and Act4Change 
About Circular School and Act4Change The Circular School is a project from Act4Change. 
Act4Change is a safe haven for social worriers and change makers. We evolve to make the 
transition towards a sustainable future. We gather the social change makers of today. We 
make worriers into social warriors by connecting, inspiring and by offering knowledge and 
skills. The Circular School is made possible by Vlaanderen Circulair (OVAM) and the ING 
Fund, managed by the King Baudouin Foundation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 


